Daily Briefing 07/13 @ 09:30 A.M.

Attendees: Kevin Barnes, Chris Coulter, Trysta Herzog, Bill Prince, Cindy Stein, Megan
Applegate, Bob Cirtin, Harold Bengsch and Lincoln Hough.

Juvenile-Bill Prince
Mr. Price reminds the Commission of their upcoming Permanency Award that will be given to
the Juvenile Office from the Missouri Supreme Court by Justice Powell at 10:30 location is still
TBD. GCYA is very excited of the upcoming move into the Commission building and have been
in for tours. Mr. Bill Prince stated that their office is always looking for grant money. Division of
Youth Services gives approximately 250k, and will lose 10k due to budget cuts. Bill speaks
about the DYS grant pay positions being very low and hard to keep filled. Discussion has been
made about potential consolidating positions to be able to increase pay on the grant funded
positions. The office will be receiving a 30k grant from OSCA that will pay for certain things in
the family court side. The Juvenile Standards have been implemented since 07/01. Bob Cirtin
asked Bill Prince about furniture that will be leaving the office when the Commission office
moves and GCYA moves in. Commissioner Cirtin asks what they will be needing. Bill Prince
explains that they are comprising a list.

Resource Management- Kevin Barnes
Mr. Barnes gives update on Judicial Center, finish work in completed and the mill work is almost
done. Tests are finishing on the sprinkler system. Meeting with the judges will take place tonight
07/13 for a final walk through and make sure that the Judges are happy with the courtrooms.
Kevin has sent out updates in regards to the Cox Tower. Sutherland’s has had a concrete test it
has a 4 inch slab, it would be ideal for it to be 6 inch since it’s for commercial use. Discussion of
adding thickness to the slab in certain areas where the Sheriff would have the larger vehicles
parked. Temporary Jail lease is still in the process of being completed waiting on a few legal
things before it moves forward.

Meeting ended at 10:13 a.m.

